WELCOME TO
REGIONCHARGE!
Electric vehicle greentech built
in your regional or rural area.
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WELCOME TO REGIONCHARGE!

RegionCharge takes greentech innovation
out of the city and into the country
by building Aussie-made electric vehicle charging
infrastructure in regional and rural areas.
RegionCharge promotes:

Australianmade AC EV
charging

Development
of local skills &
innovation

Community
pride &
placemaking

EV tourism & lowemission
transport uptake
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REGION/CHARGE IS SHOVEL READY

We can help you roll out your RegionCharge project in as little as a few
weeks. Here's a high level overview of how it works:
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Your
Regi onCharge
proj ect i s onl i ne!
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REGIONCHARGE FAQS

How does Region
Charge Work?

Who assembles
the units?

Is prior electical
experience required?

RegionCharge uses EV charging units
that are assembled in the community
that they will be installed in. They are then
installed by a local electrician to help
build EV skills and knowledge in regional
areas.

The goal of RegionCharge is to engage
community groups to assemble charging
units, giving those groups a rare insight
into how e-mobility technology works.
Any group can take part in RegionCharge.

No! The goal of RegionCharge is to introduce
greentech to communities who wouldn't
usually experience it, so assembly is designed
to simple. The assembly process is supervised
by a qualified electrician.

Where will the
chargers go?

The Region Charge team are experienced
professionals in EV charging solutions,
and will work with you to build a
RegionCharge Plan to identify locations
that will benefit local & visiting EV drivers.

How is everything
organised?
If you'd like to charge your region, the
EVUp team will prepare a RegionCharge
Plan that will help you coordinate the
whole project.

Why choose
RegionCharge?
EVs are coming & it's only a matter of time
before your community will demand access
to reliable public charging. Not only is
RegionCharge a community-focused
solution, it carries significant value over
many off the shelf competitors.

Interested in
RegionCharge?
Let's go!
Jack Shaddock
Project Lead
jack@evup.com.au
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1300 EVUP 00

Emma Sutcliffe
Director
emma@evup.com.au

